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Introduction 

GOODREADS.com is a book discovery platform where users rate and review books to encourage people               
to read. The user base is primarily people who look online for book recommendations.  

Problem 

There are two core features of GOODREADS.com. The first is discovery and the second is rating. The                 
user problem I focused on was discovery. GOODREADS.com functions a lot like Reddit, many core               
users aren’t registered. Their primary goal is to see what books are trending, and then go to another                  
platform to make a purchase.  

Design  

The redesign could simply be described as simple and warm. This is the exact opposite of how users                  
perceive the current version. The homepage received a massive overhaul for this reason. Prior the               
homepage was described as monotonous, crowded, and like a “scam website”. There were ads and               
sections that went completely unnoticed, such as the quotes section which was removed. I also changed                
the colors scheme to something less bland, removed the ads, and featured book lists.  

 

I then revamped the search page. I removed the sub categories to search by, as my user would never use 
any of them. Quotes and Trivia are two examples. I also reduced the amount of information within each 
search result. 



 

Afterwards, I made adjustments to the browse page for a specific genre. Users come to 
GOODREADS.com to discover books in the genres they already like. I made prominent the New 
Releases, Giveaways, and Goodread Choice Award sections. Before the Goodread Choice Award was on 
the homepage and during the study the user didn’t think to return to the homepage to find it. They were 
searching in a specific genre. 

 

Finally, I made a few adjustments to the Choice Awards page for a specific genre. I simplified the 
interface by removing the repeating background image and the column on the side that listed  other 
categories. As emphasized before, users want to discover within the genres they’re interested in. I kept the 
same design for each book listing on the page. 



 

Implementation:  

This design tested a specific sequence of user behavior without providing an option to go backwards.                
Doing a usability test on this prototype would be difficult, because there is no room to make mistakes,                  
which decreases the overall user experience someone may have. However, this implementation is an              
excellent way of creating and evaluating a user experience that models the specific steps a user might                 
take.  

Evaluation  

Sessions 
I contacted and recruited a participant via Twitter Direct Message. The participant chosen was a 
first-degree social media connection, but unknown to me. These texts consisted of a request to 
participate in a thirty minute study over Google Hangouts on Sunday 4/19/2020. The participant 
who agreed responded with the time that was most convenient for their schedule. This participant 
has used GOODREADS.com before and was familiar with what the site was about. 
 
The session lasted approximately thirty minutes. During the session, the participant was asked to 
give their seven second first impression of the homepage. After I proceeded to read a navigation 
task and have the participant find the information on the website.  
 
During each task, the participant was encouraged to think aloud and describe how they were 
feeling trying to complete each task. Afterwards, the participant was asked to rate how easy it was 
to complete the task. 
 
At the end of the study, I asked the participant to provide an overall rating for the website in the 
following category, using a 5 point scale:  
 

● Overall site layout & organization 
 
Before concluding the study, the participant was asked to provide recommendations to improve 
the website.  
 



Participants 
There was only 1 participant in the entire study. This participant was female, Chemistry major in 
the College of Arts and Sciences, and between 20 and 25 years old. 
 
She attempted to complete each of the following tasks: 

● Find a review for Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows  
● Find the top rated Horror books of 2019 
● Enter a giveaway for an Ebook 

 
Results and Discussion 
The users first impression of the site was described as:  

● Basic looking 
● Not very high tech 
● Nothing really stands out  

 
Several things were noted here: 

1. Search is actually quite easy to use, especially when looking for something specific. It 
took 2 scrolls and 2 clicks 

2. Finding the top rated books was incredibly difficult. The user fatigued and said she was 
tired, which resulted in me showing her where to go. 

3. The user saw the giveaway before, but didn’t know where to look. It took 3 scrolls and 2 
clicks to find one.  

4. The overall site layout and organization was given a ⅗. 
 

Recommendations 
The following changes were recommended:  

1. Brighten it up, it’s kinda dull 
2. Make it easier to find 2019 lists 
3. Add a pop of red to help with monotony of the website. “It feels like a scam website.” 
4. The book case is really low resolution. “It looks like they took a jpeg of a bookcase and 

just placed it there.” 
5. Get rid of the Quotes section, it wasn't even noticed  
6. Equal spacing on the bottom 


